GLOBAL LGBT RIGHTS:
REPRESSION AND PROMISE

April 16, 2014

Please RSVP:
tinyurl.com/SAISPRIDE

Remarks by Ambassador András Simonyi,
Ambassador Rudolf Bekink of the Netherlands,
and US Ambassador Richard Hoagland.

First Panel: A Review of the Challenges and Successes

Mark Bromley, Council for Global Equality
Carlos Quesada, Global Rights
Chloe Schwenke, Freedom House
Victor Mukasa, Kuchu Diaspora Alliance - US

Second Panel: A Discussion on the Role of Governments and International Institutions

Fabrice Houdart, World Bank and Globe
Regina Waugh, US Department of State
Ajit Joshi, USAID
Omar Daair, British Embassy

A conference hosted by SAIS Pride,
Johns Hopkins SAIS, with generous support in part by a Diversity Innovation Grant (DIG), a program of the JHU Diversity Leadership Council.